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Departure of lions from Ukrainian zoo to a nature reserve in South Africa (15)
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: Lion cubs are seen during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: Lion cubs are seen during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: A man feeds a lion cub during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: A man feeds a lion cub during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: Lion cubs are seen during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: Lion cubs are seen during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: Lion cubs are seen during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: A man takes a photo of a lion cub during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: Lion cubs are seen during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: Lion cubs are seen during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: A man feeds a lion cub during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: Lion cubs are seen during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: A man takes a photo of a lion cub during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: Lion cubs are seen during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KIEV, UKRAINE - DECEMBER 09: A man feeds a lion cub during their departure to a nature reserve in South Africa from the International Airport 'Boryspil' near Kiev, Ukraine on December 09, 2019. The owners of the Ukrainian zoo 'Safari', located in Berdyansk, turned to the Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization, which is engaged in the rescue of wild animals from circuses and private zoos, with a request to transfer the 4 females and 1 male lion cubs from the zoo to Ubuntu Wildlife Sanctuary in South Africa. Vladimir Shtanko / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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